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Dear PSI Family,

Last week, I had the pleasure of spending some time in each Primary classroom observing the children learning 
and how the staff work with our children to ensure that they are achieving some success in everything they do.
I witnessed some wonderful experiences: from measuring sound and decibel levels in Science to writing 
instructions for someone who has never used a vacuum cleaner before! The children were engaged and 
enthusiastic overall and produced some fantastic work.
What pleased me the most was seeing our children talking about what they are learning and how they can 
improve. We will explore this concept further this term.
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Andrea Greco on the IAAF World Athletics Championships Doha 2019
One of our student Andrea Greco was chosen to sing on the IAAF World Athletics Championships Doha 2019 at the 
Khalifa International Stadium to represent Italy. He sing an italian song “Vivo per lei” by Andrea Bocelli.

We are proud of you and your accomplishments. We’re confident that you will continue with even more 
successes. Well done!
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Stars of the Week - October 03, 2019

ALN-EY, KS1: Omar 
ALN-KS2: 
Preschool P: Baraa
Recep�on P: Eman
Recep�on S: Kassandra 
1P: Mishel
1S: Hassan
2P: Fatima
2S: Layan

3P: Abdulla
3S: Sanaa
4P: Sanskar
4S: Leona
5P: David Pop
5S: Rayan
5I: Malak
6P: Hessa
6S: Sherlyn

ALN-EY, KS1: 
ALN-KS2: Modar
Preschool P: Jana
Recep�on P: Faisal
Recep�on S: David
1P: Ekampreet
1S: Aamna
2P: Isar
2S: Alma

3P: Shaza
3S: Aliyan 
4P: Yaseen
4S: Yara
5P: Aisha
5S: Tasbeeh
5I: Abdullahi
6P: Ali Al Kanani
6S: Meher Shihaj

Stars of the Week - September 26, 2019
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Sports at PSI

Primary: The P.E. Department has had an eventful week with the year 5 Athletics team competing against 
other international schools at the QPPSSA league. The team was selected on performance and effort during 
the P.E. and classroom lessons.

We are fortunate to have an external club (Generation Amazing) come in for the next ten weeks and work 
with our children in promoting positive social skills such as respect, cultural differences, and how sports can 
have a positive contribution to our life.

Secondary: The P.E. department  conducted the interviews in shortlisting for the P.E. It was with a pleasant 
surprise that the candidates all conducted themselves professionally with great answers and discussions. We 
would like to congratulate all those who had shown interest and hope you keep up the positive spirit.

Whole School: To our great success we have started the ECA with Dance and a new introduction of Boxercise, 
enabling our students to gain confidence and improve their knowledge of nutrition.

Student Council Representatives

2P – Mahmoud
2S – Zaid
3P – Karim
3S – Aliyan
4P – Yaseen
4S – Yara Salaman
5P – Aisha
5S – Tasbeeh
5i –  Abdullahi
6P - Ali Al Kanani
6S – Meher Shihaj

Year 7 – Hannah and Albaraa
Year 8 – Ghena and Sahar
Year 9 – Abdulaziz
Year 10 – Logayn
Year 11 – Zain
Year 12 - Ghayda
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Secondary Date

Week of October 10
Midterm Assessments

Monday, 21st October 
Y11 & Y12 International University Fair

Wednesday, 23rd October 
Moles Day - Science Department

Whole School Date

Week of October 13
October Break

Tuesday, 22nd October
Pink Day - Breast Cancer Awareness

Stop Press
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Message from Secondary Department
Dear Parents/Guardians,

What a great start to the year. Our lovely Year 7s have settled in to the more demanding and independent life 
of a Secondary student. All of our students have started using their diaries and really taken onboard our 
emphasis on independence and organisation skills this term. 

We have seen great physical improvements all around the school and we in the Secondary Department hope to 
match that progress in the experiences of our learners. We have focused these developments into two main 
areas: Academic and Pastoral care. To this end, we have emphasized targeted intervention both in and out of 
class. This has been done through tailored programs where students are taken out of the classroom as well as 
through a particular focus on making sure all students are engaged and challenged in the classroom. 

We would like all parents to be involved and well aware of the events and important dates coming soon.
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Date Event 

02.10.2019 
Y9 trip to Careers Village 
An event aimed at instilling a career guidance culture among high school students and 
familiarizing youth with careers. 

Week of 
10.10.2019 Midterm assessments 

Week of 
13.10.2019 October break 

21.10.2019 

Y11 & Y12 Interna�onal University Fair 
Representatives from different international universities will be available at PSI to guide 
students on admission requirements and pathways to higher education institutes. Some 
of the available universities: The University of Manchester, Newcastle University, 
University of Central Florida, Oxford Brookes University and more. 

22.10.2019 Pink Day – Breast Cancer Awareness  

23.10.2019 Moles Day – Science Department 
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A kind reminder to check and sign your child’s diary regularly, ensure your child is dressed in the correct 
uniform when coming to school.

If you have any queries or questions, feel free to contact me directly. 

On behalf of the Secondary team, 
Thouraya Al-Bouz
Head of Secondary 
secondary.school@psisd.com.qa
+974 4032 2419

History
This month students have been settling down to their new 
classes in History.  Year 7 classes have been studying the 
topic: What is History? They have been learning about the 
importance of evidence to the study of the past. Year 8 
students have begun studying the topic of Henry VIII and the 
break from Rome while Year 9 students have looking at the 
Trans-Atlantic slave trade and life on 18th/19th century 
plantations in North America.   Year 10 students have begun 
their IGCSE History which focuses on 20th International 
relations and Year 11 have started their Depth Study on 
Germany: 1918-1945.  

Math
It has been lovely to see so many smiling faces in maths 
lessons after a very full and successful academic year. There 
will be lots of exciting new opportunities for students to 
experience Maths!

Students have started this academic year on a positive note 
as they been actively engaged in a new pedagogical approach 
to learning with the classroom time being used to deepen 
understanding through discussion with students and 
problem-solving activities facilitated.

Music
Year 7 has been practicing the note durations in music, not 
only writing and reading the notated music, but also putting 
it into action!  
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Geography
In Geography our year 9’s are undertaking the topic of climate change. This is the most important issue which 
our children will face and their grandchildren. We have already started too see the impact of climate change 
with this year being the warmest on record. Extreme flooding, hurricanes, drought, coral bleaching  and sea 
level rise are some of the impacts we currently face. In lesson we look at the causes, impacts and solutions to 
climate change. We competed an awareness campaign around school and presented our findings to the school 
during a whole school assembly.

Here are some things you can do to help -

- Use public transport (Doha metro) or carpool
- Eat less meat and dairy products
- Turn off the lights and AC when you are finished using them
- Plug out appliances when finished with them
- Reuse left over food and try not to waste food
- Eating local food
- Support climate charities 
- Do not use single use plastic 
- Fly less but if you do pay a small fee to help offset your flight 
- Try changing to electric cars 
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Art
The Year 7 students have started their Secondary Art course with Ms. Sandi, by learning more about the history 
of Ancient Cave Art and the theory of mixing pigments and painting in a similar way to the ancient people.  They 
used their newly acquired knowledge and skills to create their own ‘faux’ Cave Drawing artworks.  Some of them 
really created beautifully realistic renditions.  Herewith some photos of their practical lesson in progress and 
some of their completed artworks.
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English 
This is 9P taking part in a problem-solving activity. They are working on how to write a response to a problem 
someone is having - in a magazine as an ‘Agony Aunt’. Each student wrote an anonymous problem on paper and 
put it in the box. Then another student would choose one from the box and offer the anonymous person some 
advice. 

Some great advice for a student that was nervous a lot.... ‘You should try to do one thing a week that scares you 
and build your confidence by facing your fear’ Muqtasid 

Below is a picture of our year 11s in the Library.

                                                     

Year 9 French Class
In French Year 9 students have been learning how to order drinks and snacks in a café. To consolidate our 
learning, we acted out and filmed a café scene with students taking on the parts of the customers and waiter. 
Filming each other allows us to do another take if we make a mistake as well as improve our pronunciation, 
confidence and communication skills. It also takes away the added pressure of performing in front of the whole 
class and covers the four skills of language learning: listening, speaking, reading and writing. It’s also great fun. In 
the next lesson, we will edit our videos and put subtitles in French to practice our listening and writing skills. 
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Year 11
Business students working on classifying costs by building the tower with the lowest average cost. It was very 
sweet. 

Y10 Trip to Maker-Majlis / Hamad Bin Khalifa University
Last month, our Y10 students took part of the Maker-Majlis. The session provided a two-hour immersive 
experience where students learnt about and explored the United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs).

Students were divided into groups and completed three themed sessions on rotation:

      1)  Refugee Tents.
      2)  Relationship between cutting-edge technology and the SDGs.
      3)  Implementing the SDGs in Qatar.
 
Finally, students walked through the “Comic Corridor” where they read life-size comics by the award-winning 
artist Stan Lee and took part in collaborative art.
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NURTURING EXCELLENCE
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Reception-P
The children were threading the string through the sounds we have learnt so far. We have been learning about 
the book ‘Goldilocks and the three Bears’. We made porridge and it tasted so good!

This week in Preschool we have been learning about My Home. We have read the story of Mr Stretch and 
talked about the rooms in our homes and what we do in each room. In Phonics we have moved onto learning 
the letter sound ‘t’ and in Maths we are learning to recognise a square shape. Our focus story this week is 
Goldilocks and the Three Bears. We have been talking about the events in the story and making our own bear 
faces!
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Reception-S

This week Reception S have been reading the story of Goldilocks and the Three Bears. We used different 
ingredients to make our own porridge. We followed the instructions and took turns to add oats, stir in the milk 
and add some sugar and honey. It was delicious.
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Year 3-P
This week 3P became writing artists as they 
created their own explanation texts; They 
have been working very hard! 

WELL DONE 3P!
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Year 3-S
This week 3S made ‘sedimentary sandwiches’ which 
involved us representing the different layers that build 
up and form sedimentary rock and fossils.

We did this as part of our science topic of ‘Rocks and 
Soils’.

Year 4-P
This week 4P have been further developing their knowledge of Place Value by comparing and ordering 
numbers beyond 1000. In English, we have been analyzing an information text and identifying the features 
within one in our own story ‘Lost in Egypt’. In Science, we have started our new topic ‘Sound’ and have 
investigated the sources of sound and how sound travels. In Topic, in groups we have made a storyboard plan 
for dinosaur clips which we will record next week! 
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Year 5-P
Children in 5P were fully engaged in their English Grammar lesson. The fun active activity has helped children 
to become successful in their learning. 

Year 5-S
In 5S, we have been learning about place 
value in maths. Students have shown a great 
knowledge of ordering numbers and Roman 
numerals. Here the students are using their 
place value knowledge to organize the 
numbers written on their whiteboards without 
talking. Bringing fun games like this into the 
classroom has allowed the students to really 
enjoy themselves while still gaining useful 
mathematics knowledge!

Year 4-S
In Science, this week, Year 4S investigated how sound travels. Students took part in different experiments using 
tuning forks, music instruments and much more. It was an extremely exciting lesson!
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Year 5-I
Year 5I have been working on the topic Earth and Space. 
This week they tried to convince everyone that the Earth 
is a sphere. They thought about all the evidence that 
proves this theory.

Year 6-P
Class 6P have worked hard this week to apply 
their times table knowledge to investigate 
multiples, factors and squared/cubed 
numbers. It highlighted how important having 
strong times table recall is. 

Through our World War 2 topic, Year 6P 
learned about 'rationing' - where food was 
distributed equally due to limited quantities 
being available. The photograph is of our little 
ration books. The pupils were shocked at the 
concept of receiving only one egg per house 
each week!

Year 6-S
In Year 6S we have been having lots of fun being investi-
gators; in Maths we used manipulatives to investigate if 
whether a number was a square or cube number.  We 
got to integrate Science into our PE lesson when we 
investigated what happens to our pulse rate during 
different activities.  It’s great fun being investigators. 
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have been working very hard! 
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involved us representing the different layers that build 
up and form sedimentary rock and fossils.
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ALN – KS1
In Phonics, children were recognising s,a,t,p,i,n this 
week. Some children recognised initial sounds and 
blended sounds together. 

ALN – KS2

The children worked hard this week, focusing on number bonds, doubling numbers to 15 and continuing our topic 
on Roald Dahl. We are currently reading James and the Giant Peach. 
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Message from Secondary Department
Dear Parents/Guardians,

What a great start to the year. Our lovely Year 7s have settled in to the more demanding and independent life 
of a Secondary student. All of our students have started using their diaries and really taken onboard our 
emphasis on independence and organisation skills this term. 

We have seen great physical improvements all around the school and we in the Secondary Department hope to 
match that progress in the experiences of our learners. We have focused these developments into two main 
areas: Academic and Pastoral care. To this end, we have emphasized targeted intervention both in and out of 
class. This has been done through tailored programs where students are taken out of the classroom as well as 
through a particular focus on making sure all students are engaged and challenged in the classroom. 

We would like all parents to be involved and well aware of the events and important dates coming soon.
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Date Event 

02.10.2019 
Y9 trip to Careers Village 
An event aimed at instilling a career guidance culture among high school students and 
familiarizing youth with careers. 

Week of 
10.10.2019 Midterm assessments 

Week of 
13.10.2019 October break 

21.10.2019 

Y11 & Y12 Interna�onal University Fair 
Representatives from different international universities will be available at PSI to guide 
students on admission requirements and pathways to higher education institutes. Some 
of the available universities: The University of Manchester, Newcastle University, 
University of Central Florida, Oxford Brookes University and more. 

22.10.2019 Pink Day – Breast Cancer Awareness  

23.10.2019 Moles Day – Science Department 
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A kind reminder to check and sign your child’s diary regularly, ensure your child is dressed in the correct 
uniform when coming to school.

If you have any queries or questions, feel free to contact me directly. 

On behalf of the Secondary team, 
Thouraya Al-Bouz
Head of Secondary 
secondary.school@psisd.com.qa
+974 4032 2419

History
This month students have been settling down to their new 
classes in History.  Year 7 classes have been studying the 
topic: What is History? They have been learning about the 
importance of evidence to the study of the past. Year 8 
students have begun studying the topic of Henry VIII and the 
break from Rome while Year 9 students have looking at the 
Trans-Atlantic slave trade and life on 18th/19th century 
plantations in North America.   Year 10 students have begun 
their IGCSE History which focuses on 20th International 
relations and Year 11 have started their Depth Study on 
Germany: 1918-1945.  

Math
It has been lovely to see so many smiling faces in maths 
lessons after a very full and successful academic year. There 
will be lots of exciting new opportunities for students to 
experience Maths!

Students have started this academic year on a positive note 
as they been actively engaged in a new pedagogical approach 
to learning with the classroom time being used to deepen 
understanding through discussion with students and 
problem-solving activities facilitated.

Music
Year 7 has been practicing the note durations in music, not 
only writing and reading the notated music, but also putting 
it into action!  
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Geography
In Geography our year 9’s are undertaking the topic of climate change. This is the most important issue which 
our children will face and their grandchildren. We have already started too see the impact of climate change 
with this year being the warmest on record. Extreme flooding, hurricanes, drought, coral bleaching  and sea 
level rise are some of the impacts we currently face. In lesson we look at the causes, impacts and solutions to 
climate change. We competed an awareness campaign around school and presented our findings to the school 
during a whole school assembly.

Here are some things you can do to help -

- Use public transport (Doha metro) or carpool
- Eat less meat and dairy products
- Turn off the lights and AC when you are finished using them
- Plug out appliances when finished with them
- Reuse left over food and try not to waste food
- Eating local food
- Support climate charities 
- Do not use single use plastic 
- Fly less but if you do pay a small fee to help offset your flight 
- Try changing to electric cars 
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Art
The Year 7 students have started their Secondary Art course with Ms. Sandi, by learning more about the history 
of Ancient Cave Art and the theory of mixing pigments and painting in a similar way to the ancient people.  They 
used their newly acquired knowledge and skills to create their own ‘faux’ Cave Drawing artworks.  Some of them 
really created beautifully realistic renditions.  Herewith some photos of their practical lesson in progress and 
some of their completed artworks.
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English 
This is 9P taking part in a problem-solving activity. They are working on how to write a response to a problem 
someone is having - in a magazine as an ‘Agony Aunt’. Each student wrote an anonymous problem on paper and 
put it in the box. Then another student would choose one from the box and offer the anonymous person some 
advice. 

Some great advice for a student that was nervous a lot.... ‘You should try to do one thing a week that scares you 
and build your confidence by facing your fear’ Muqtasid 

Below is a picture of our year 11s in the Library.

                                                     

Year 9 French Class
In French Year 9 students have been learning how to order drinks and snacks in a café. To consolidate our 
learning, we acted out and filmed a café scene with students taking on the parts of the customers and waiter. 
Filming each other allows us to do another take if we make a mistake as well as improve our pronunciation, 
confidence and communication skills. It also takes away the added pressure of performing in front of the whole 
class and covers the four skills of language learning: listening, speaking, reading and writing. It’s also great fun. In 
the next lesson, we will edit our videos and put subtitles in French to practice our listening and writing skills. 
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Year 11
Business students working on classifying costs by building the tower with the lowest average cost. It was very 
sweet. 

Y10 Trip to Maker-Majlis / Hamad Bin Khalifa University
Last month, our Y10 students took part of the Maker-Majlis. The session provided a two-hour immersive 
experience where students learnt about and explored the United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs).

Students were divided into groups and completed three themed sessions on rotation:

      1)  Refugee Tents.
      2)  Relationship between cutting-edge technology and the SDGs.
      3)  Implementing the SDGs in Qatar.
 
Finally, students walked through the “Comic Corridor” where they read life-size comics by the award-winning 
artist Stan Lee and took part in collaborative art.
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